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Villa Vie Invites you
Embark on a voyage of endless exploration and discovery as we 

invite you to join our Continuous world cruise. This isn't just an 

ordinary cruise; it's a transformative experience that will awaken 

your sense of wonder, broaden your horizons, and connect you 

with a global community of like-minded adventurers.


Prepare to be captivated by breathtaking landscapes, immersed 

in diverse cultures, and pampered by unparalleled luxury. Our 

commitment to Environmental Sustainability And Social Initiatives 

Will leave a positive impact on the world we Love.


As you flip through these pages, envision yourself sailing on a 

Continuous odyssey where every day promises new horizons, 

cherished memories, and heartfelt connections. Whether you 

choose to purchase a Villa or set your course with flexible 

options, this is an opportunity to curate your adventure and 

define your legacy.


Welcome aboard, fellow explorer. Let's set sail together on a 

lifetime of extraordinary experiences, meaningful friendships, and a 

tapestry of cherished moments.

A Lifetime of Journey
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About Us

mission
At Villa Vie Residences, we redefine the concept of 

home with the Ultimate World Cruise Residence, 

offering a seamless blend of luxury living and Global 

Exploration, Embracing Cultural Diversity And 

Environmental Sustainability, we invite residents to 

embark on an extraordinary journey, where the 

continous world cruise itinerary can be booked in 

segments of 35-120 days.


Welcome to a world where life and exploration 

converge, setting sail on a transformative journey like 

no other.

Welcome to Villa Vie Residences - a world 

cruise residence that's not just about travel, 

but an entire lifestyle. Founded by industry 

veteran Mikael Petterson, our vision is to make 

the dream of living at sea accessible, 

affordable, and luxurious.


We are unique in our flexibility, offering pay-as-

you-go segments and extended port visits that 

let you truly immerse in diverse cultures. We 

accommodate digital nomads with state-of-

the-art working spaces and ensure families 

stay connected with free guest visits.


As the First World Cruise Residence to Embed 

ESG Performance Metrics Into Business Decision-

Making, We're A Mosaic of Cultures United In Our 

Commitment  To Environmental Sustainability, 

Inclusivity, And Creating A Positive Global Impact. 

With Villa Vie, you're not a tourist but a global 

explorer, part of a vibrant, diverse community 

on a Continuous journey. Welcome aboard!
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The Continuous World Cruise 

Experience

01

03

02

04

Welcome aboard Villa Vie Residences, your ticket to a Continuous journey 

around the world, designed with absolute flexibility and endless discovery.

Set sail when you desire, choosing from our distinctive 15-segment journey. 

With Villa Vie, you pay-as-you-go, customizing your travel to suit your lifestyle.

Effortlessly balance work and wanderlust. Our high-speed internet and 

cutting-edge business center make digital nomad life excitingly simple.

Stay longer, delve deeper. Our 2-7 day port stays provide ample time to 

explore, from cityscapes to interiors, and create lasting connections.

Join our diverse global community, committed to sustainable travel. 

With Villa Vie, every voyage contributes to preserving our planet's beauty.

Unparalleled Flexibility

Work and Play

Immersive Local Experiences

Community-Driven, Green Exploration

An Alternative Lifestyle
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overview of itinerary
Embark on a  with Villa Vie Residences, a 

journey crafted to reflect our residents' desires and the 

global Event calendar. Experience  

and ,  making each moment extraordinary.

dynamic voyage

the world's wonders

vibrant cultures

Embrace a Continuous adventure with Villa Vie, exploring 

with each globe 

circuit. This isn’t merely a cruise—it's your portal to 

continuously discover the  and 

cultural richness of our world.

unseen corners and new experiences 

ever-evolving beauty

An Ever-evolving Adventure
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Northern Europe


Greenland, Canada, New England


Caribbean


South America


North America


Japan, Philippine Sea


South Pacific


Australia/New Zealand


North Asia


South Asia


Villa Vie On Land (Dry Dock)


India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia


Middle East, Indian Ocean


Indian Ocean, Madagascar


Africa


South Europe, Mediterranean


Transatlantic Crossing

87 

47


83


127


105


95


103


69


92


89


12


51


40 

67 

68


131 

35

Southampton, UK


Reykjavik, Iceland


Miami, USA


Panama City


Colon, Panama


Wakkanai, Japan


Port Moresby, PNG


Sydney, Australia


Bali, Indonesia


Shanghai, China


Singapore, Asia


Singapore, Asia


Mumbai, India


Mali, Maldives


Cape Town, South Africa


Lisbon, Portugal


Barcelona, Spain

Reykjavik, Iceland


Miami, USA


Panama City


Colon, Panama


Wakkanai, Japan


Port Moresby, PNG 


Sydney, Australia


Bali, Indonesia


Shanghai, China


Singapore, Asia


Singapore, Asia


Mumbai, India


Mali, Maldives


Cape Town, South Africa


Lisbon, Portugal


Barcelona, Spain


West Palm Beach, USA

Segment Days Embark Disembark

Itinerary Details

The Atlantic 
Endeavor

Pacific And 
Oceania 

Exploration

Asian  
&Indian 
Ocean 
Wonders

African Coasts 
& 

Mediterranean
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Daily Life Onboard

Imagine the thrill of a new day dawning, every sunrise painting the canvas of your adventure with vivid hues of 

discovery and delight. Life onboard Villa Vie Residences is a captivating montage of distinctive experiences, artfully 

woven to gratify your varied interests. Here, each day offers a harmonious blend of exhilaration and tranquillity, 

unfolding a unique lifestyle that fuels your curiosity and celebrates your passion for life.
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Redefine Your Horizon
Step aboard Villa Vie Residences and embrace a life where the horizon is not a 

limit, but an invitation. Uncover the boundless opportunities for discovery, 

enrichment, and enjoyment that await you in this unique floating community.

Your Uncharted Voyage
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Experience Truly All-Inclusive 

Living

Select Free Portage 

Excursions designed for 

purposeful exploration

Creative hubs for arts, 

crafts, and other 

pursuits

Complimentary wine 

and Beer with Meals

Mixology and culinary 

lessons for foodie 

adventurers

Complimentary 

access to Golf 

simulator onboard

Bi-Weekly 

Complimentary regular 

laundry service

World-class shows 

and performances 

free of charge

Peace of mind with True 

All-inclusive: No hidden 

fees or extra gratuities

Complimentary 

healthcare 

Consultations

Free Access to all 

Dining Venues of 

global cuisine 

State-of-the-art 

facilities for health 

and wellness

Sustainable 

enrichment programs 

onboard and ashore

Weekly professional 

housekeeping services

Complimentary wellness 

sessions to rejuvenate 

mind and body

High Speed Internet: 

Seamless global 

connectivity

An Alternative Lifestyle
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The Residences

the Residences Start From

Our Cabins offer the best value the seven seas can offer.

*Per Person Double Occupancy

Inside

Oceanview

Balcony

 from $89/day


 From $119/Day


 From $199/day

An Alternative Lifestyle
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Choose Your Villa Vie 
Experience
we believe every voyage should be as distinctive as its 

traveler. Hence, we've crafted two exclusive options 

tailored to your desires

 : Own a piece of paradise. Secure a cabin 

and revel in the journey with a simple monthly 

maintenance fee

 : Our Continuous World Cruise 

offers curated segments filled with cultural 

treasures. Handpick the segments that resonate with 

your wanderlust, timing, and curiosities. 


With Villa Vie Residences, it's not about following a set 

path; it's about charting your own. Choose your 

adventure and let the journey mold around you.


Discover

Settle at Sea

 the world your way.

The Explorer's Route
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Ownership Program

For less than 

 $100,000!


Settle at Sea

The horizon is calling - are you ready to 
answer?

Embrace a lifestyle as limitless as the ocean with our 

Ownership Program. This is more than a residence; it's an 

opportunity to Continuous exploration and community for 

the ship's lifetime. Reap the benefits of international 

residency tax advantages while being part of our richly 

diverse Villa Vie Residences life. It's not just an investment, 

but a ticket to an unparalleled global adventure. 
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Villa Vie  - Ownership Costs*
By the Residents, For the Residents

*Pricing as of Dec. 8, 2023

Inside


Outside


Balcony

$99,999


$149,999


$249,999

$3,499


$4,999


$7,999

$2,499


$3,999


$6,999

Residence Price Double Single

Monthly Fees

Visitors Cost $33/per day
13



Pay As   You Go
Why It's 

 Ease of Payments: No hefty upfront costs. Secure your 

journey with just a 10% deposit

 Payment Flexibility: Balance due only 90 days before 

each chosen segment's departure

 Financial Comfort: Manage payments at your pace, 

reducing financial stress.


 Choose Your Segment: Select the part of the journey 

you wish to experience

 Pay 10% Deposit: Lock in your segment with a minimal 

upfront cost

 Balance Payment: The remaining amount is settled 90 

days prior to departure.


Your Adventure, Your Terms: With Villa Vie Residences, 

your dream voyage is not just luxurious but also 

financially comfortable. Enjoy exploring the world, one 

segment at a time, on your terms.

Valuable

How It Works

The Explorer's Route
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Northern Europe


Greenland, Canada, New England


Caribbean


South America


North America


Japan, Philippine Sea


South Pacific


Australia/New Zealand


North Asia


South Asia


Villa Vie On Land (Fixed Price)


India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia


Middle East, Indian Ocean


Indian Ocean, Madagascar


Africa


South Europe, Mediteranean


Transatlantic Crossing

$ 15,486 


$ 8,366 


$ 14,774 


$ 22,606 


$ 18,690 


$ 16,910 


$ 18,334 


$ 12,282 


$ 16,376 


$ 15,842 


$ 2,136


$ 9,078 


$ 7,120 


$ 11,926 


$ 12,104 


$ 23,318 


$ 6,230

$ 10,840 


$ 5,856 


$ 10,342 


$ 15,824 


$ 13,083 


$ 11,837 


$ 12,834 


$ 8,597 


$ 11,463 


$ 11,089 


$ 2,136


$ 6,355 


$ 4,984 


$ 8,348 


$ 8,473 


$ 16,323 


$ 4,361

Segment Inside (DOUBLE OCCUPANCY) Inside (SINGLE OCCUPANCY)

Pick Your segments
Starting Price
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Discounts 

Inside


Outside 

Balcony


Suites

30%


20%


10%


0

10%-20%


10%-20%


10%-20%


10%-20%

Cabin type Solo Founders Club

An Alternative Lifestyle
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Secure 
 Now!
Your 

Voyage

https://booking.villavieresidences.com/
https://booking.villavieresidences.com/


Embrace the Villa Vie Lifestyle

a life Less Ordinary
Imagine waking to new horizons daily, weaving global friendships, and relishing 

home comforts on an ever-changing backdrop. Welcome to the Villa Vie 

Residences lifestyle - a harmonious blend of exploration, personal growth, and 

community. We're revolutionizing 'home'. Are you ready to embark?
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Discover the Essence of 
Destinations

Onshore Excursions: in Deep Immersion

Embark on curated tours that offer 

an intimate understanding of local 

cultures, from art and traditions to 

culinary delights.

Venture into the splendid 

landscapes and unique ecosystems, 

highlighting the unparalleled beauty 

of our world.

Traverse through time with guided 

visits to historical landmarks, 

narrating tales of the bygone eras.

Experience world-renowned events 

up-close, from carnivals to local 

festivals, encapsulating the true 

spirit of each region.

Cultural Immersion

Natural Wonders

Historical Explorations

Exclusive Events

Unravel the heart of each location with Villa Vie Residences' immersive 

onshore excursions. Dive into a treasure trove of experiences that reveal the 

unique cultural, historical, and natural allure of every port.
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Community

Within Villa Vie Residences, you'll find a vibrant family of 

diverse cultures and passions. This isn't just a cruise, but a 

living tapestry of shared stories, talent, and mutual respect 

where every resident contributes uniquely, shaping our 

evolving community narrative.

We foster an environment encouraging both learning and 

sharing. Your passions - be it a secret recipe, a musical talent, 

or unique knowledge - finds an eager audience and enriches 

the onboard experience, making every day a new discovery.

As we traverse the globe, we're more than observers. We 

actively engage, contribute, and build understanding in each 

port we visit. By choosing Villa Vie, you become part of a 

community committed to nurturing global citizenship, 

leaving a positive imprint wherever we sail.

Global Family Onboard

Platform for Passion

Impactful Journey

Diverse Cultures, Shared Passions, and Global Impact
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Work at Sea

01

03

02

04

Experience the freedom of the digital nomad lifestyle with the 

assurance of a fully equipped workspace. Our ship's advanced 

business center lets you balance work and play seamlessly, 

ensuring your career doesn't skip a beat as you traverse the 

globe.

Enjoy seamless high-speed internet, ensuring your 

productivity isn't compromised, no matter where we are.

Reserve private office spaces on a first-come, first-serve 

basis, for those times you need undisturbed focus.

Our business center is equipped with top-tier amenities, 

setting a professional environment for your work demands.

Experience the unique fusion of work and leisure, blending 

productivity with an extraordinary lifestyle at sea.

Seamless Connectivity

Personal Office

Advanced Business Center

Work-Life Balance

Work Without Borders: Your Office, The World.
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Dining and Culinary Delights
Tales of Global Cuisines

A Global Feast

Step into an epicurean adventure with Villa Vie 

Residences, where every meal is a voyage of 

flavors and culinary craftsmanship. Our dining 

spaces transform into global stages, 

presenting an orchestra of international 

cuisines meticulously crafted by our expert 

chefs.

Local Flavor Exploration

Savor the authentic taste of each 

destination. Our culinary journey extends 

beyond our kitchen, inviting you to local 

markets where fresh produce, traditional 

delicacies, and vibrant spices tell tales of 

the regions we visit.

Exclusive  Culinary Experiences

Embark on a culinary voyage at Villa 

Vie, as local chefs transform dining into 

an exotic adventure. Enjoy masterclasses, 

wine tastings, and starlit gourmet 

dinners. Here, every meal serves as a 

delicious exploration that satiates more 

than just your appetite.

At Villa Vie Residences, every meal is a journey. Dive into the authentic tastes of each port, learn local recipes 

in our cooking workshops, or enjoy a starlit dinner with world-class cuisine. With us, dining is more than a meal

—it's an adventure for your taste buds.
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Enrichment Programs
Dive into the enriching tapestry of our onboard 

Enrichment Programs at Villa Vie Residences, 

carefully curated to expand your horizons and 

enhance your world cruise journey. Engage with 

intellectual pursuits, cultural exchanges, and 

innovative ideas, shaping your voyage into a 

platform for personal growth and lifelong 

learning.


Attend educational workshops that tap into a 

wellspring of knowledge on diverse subjects, 

ranging from history to cutting-edge 

technology. Immerse yourself in thought-

provoking guest lectures that bring world-

renowned experts to your living room. Partake 

in a myriad of cultural experiences that deepen 

your understanding of the world's peoples and 

places. With Villa Vie, you're not just traveling; 

you're embarking on a journey of the mind, 

making every nautical mile a voyage of 

discovery.

1
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Entertainment and 
Recreation
Enjoy diverse entertainment, fitness facilities, tranquil pools, and 

rejuvenating spa amenities.

Showtime Moments

Get your fix of drama, 

, and entertainment at 

our onboard theater. from 

blockbuster movies to live 

performances - there's always 

something playing!

laughter

Fitness Fun

Embrace fitness your way, 

with on-demand classes or 

community-organized 

sessions, from heart-pounding 

cardio to tranquil , we 

cater to all.

yoga

Poolside Bliss

Bask in the sun by our 

swimming pools, or chill out in 

the hot tubs while sipping 

your favorite . It's the 

perfect way to spend a lazy 

day.

cocktail

Relax and Renew

Take a break from the 

excitement and treat yourself 

to . Whether it's a 

massage, facial, or wellness 

treatment, we're here to help 

you relax and recharge.

a spa day

all designed for your pleasure
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Celebrating Special 

Occasions
Celebrate your milestones amidst the ever-

changing panorama of the open seas on Villa 

Vie Residences. Our Continuous world cruise 

lends a unique charm to your special 

occasions, be it birthdays, anniversaries, or even 

wedding ceremonies, ensuring every moment is 

instilled with unparalleled magic and grandeur.


Our Villa Vie community is your extended family, 

sharing your joy and contributing to your 

memorable celebrations. Friendships forged on 

this voyage transcend traditional boundaries, 

creating a warm, convivial atmosphere that 

amplifies the delight of your festivities. Here, 

every celebration is a testament to the vibrant 

bonds and cherished relationships that our 

community cultivates.

An Unforgettable Canvas for Celebrations
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Health and Safety 
your Health and safety is our number one 

concern and we take that responsibility very 

seriously.


Our ships are equipped with an advanced 

Medical Center, which is customarily staffed by 

2 doctors and nurses on 24-hour call when at 

sea. 


When docked, supplementary emergency care 

may also be obtained through local medical 

facilities. Standard medical evaluations are 

included, however, Medical Treatments, 

Medications and Procedures are charged. 


The Medical Center is designed to provide 

ongoing treatment and preventative care but 

not for extended critical care, and Villa Vie 

Residences is not responsible for the diagnosis, 

treatment or services furnished by shipboard 

medical personnel. 
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Embracing Conscious Travel

Environmental  
And  Initiatives

Sustainability
Social Impact

Bon voyage! Program
For hundreds of years Bon Voyage! has been the go-to expression to wish friends and family safe and pleasurable 

travels. The literal translation of bon voyage is good journey. At Villa Vie Residences’ our multi-year journey captures 

both aspects of good. This adventure will be enjoyable, exciting, and life-changing. At the same time, it will have a 

complementary purpose in pushing the status quo of the cruise industry to minimize the impact on the environment 

and maximize social benefits… introducing Bon Voyage!


Our Bon Voyage! program embodies both corporate social responsibility programming and environmental, social, and 

governance (ESG) performance criteria. Bon Voyage! considers all aspects of the life cycle of our cruise. From early-

stage retrofitting of our vessel, to responsible sourcing of ship supplies, through the operational phase both on-

board and disembarking at destinations, and ultimately decommissioning.

In the retro-fitting phase, we will look to adopt proven technologies to assist in pollution abatement, waste 

management, and low-emission energy. In addition to this, we will seek out cutting-edge technology and offer 

research and development opportunities for scientists and engineers exploring innovative ways to improve existing 

processes in areas of agriculture, freshwater conservation, and alternative energy.



We have the unique opportunity with responsible sourcing to both identify suppliers with solid ESG performance and 

assess supply chains during our extensive exploration of the world. The goal of responsible sourcing is to support 

businesses that have good governance, strong environmental performance, and support the communities they 

operate in. We can be an integral part of this global initiative!
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Exploring with Responsibility
For the on-board operational phase of our journey, we will rely on a systems approach to enhance 

efficiencies and continuously improve on performance. We will actively pursue certification under ISO 

14001 and ISO 50001, the international environmental and energy management standards, respectively. 

The effectiveness of these programs will be measured against our aspirational goals and objectives as 

well as recognized ESG performance metrics. Given these two standards mainly focus on the 

environmental and governance aspects of ESG, we have developed a social Impact program (aka The 

Portage Club).



The Portage Club

Our Portage refers to that period of time from when we arrive at port


 to when we embark. Unlike traditional portaging, you won’t be expected 


to carry a canoe  over your head.  Our Portage Club Is Our at-Port Social Impact 


Initiative which Encompasses our Community Benefits Program.  This  program 


Includes Sponsoring Community-Based  Programming on the Vessel as 


Well as Volunteering within the Region. For volunteering, the Portage Club 


draws on a global network of non-government organizations and  


not-for-profits. From volunteering with wildlife, to helping on a farm, 


to teaching, to offering your unique skill sets, the sky is the limit!



Living at Sea has never 

been easier

CONTACT US VillaVieResidences.com

Sales & Inquiries

Call : +1 (954) 737 2264


Email : Info@Villavieresidences.com


